
1.  The Elegance of South Tyrolean Sparkling Wines

 
 

 

 

2. Travelling Amidst Aromatic Wines

3. Discover Historical Grape Varieties Experiential activities:
A look �om above 

4. The Superior Character of Selezione Wines

 

 

5.  Pinot: One Name, Three Distinct Personalities 

 

Kettmeir: wine tasting tours

Visits: from Monday to Saturday
 

booking required

Duration: 2 hours

Nr. of partecipants: from 2 to 25

Languages: Italian, English, German

Special Conditions: children under age 18 attend free
 

Info: K, via Cantine, 4 - 39052 Caldaro (BZ) Italia 
tel. +39 0471 963135  email: visit@kettmeir.com   Kettmeir  www.kettmeir.com

Choose among five fascinating itineraries that reveal
the art of making wine in South Tyrol. Dedicated to wine
lovers, the tours include a visit to the old winery, where
you can explore the basement barrel cellar and elevage
area where the Spumante wines are produced using
the traditional method. Round off your adventure with
samplings of the most representative wines.

Kettmeir is renowned for the production of quality
Spumante wines, including Grande Cuvée, Metodo
Classico Brut and Brut Rosé. Dedicated cultivation
and cra�smanship ensures the grapes’ delicate, elegant,
�esh and aromatic qualities are preserved.
Tastings: 4 Kettmeir wines
Price: € 15.00 pp (€ 18.00 for groups of less than 6 
people)

Kettmeir is renowned for the production of quality
Spumante wines, including Grande Cuvée, Metodo
Classico Brut and Brut Rosé. Dedicated cultivation
and cra�smanship ensures the grapes’ delicate, elegant,
�esh and aromatic qualities are preserved.
Tastings: 5 Kettmeir wines
Price: € 25.00 pp (€ 30.00 for groups of less than 6 
people)

Some of the many grapes cultivated in South Tyrol share
the same “surname” – namely, Pinot in the Bianco, 
Grigio and Nero varieties. Theses are wines that offer 
different sensory profiles distinguished by refined 
aromatic notes and a harmonious flavour.
Tastings: 5 Kettmeir wines
Price: € 18.00 pp (€ 20.00 for groups of less than 6 
people)

At the top of the hills of Caldaro there is the ancient 
church of Castelvecchio and �om that place you can see 
one of the treasure of South Tyrol’s landscape: Lake 
Caldaro and its precious vineyards. From here begins the 
fascinating tour to discover the different terroir that 
characterize South Tyrolean wines. 
Tastings: 5 Kettmeir wines & food pairing
Price: € 100.00 pp (max 8 people)

Experience the changing expressions of infamous aroma
and flavour achieved in wines produced across diversified
vineyards, �om the Oltradige hills to the entrance
to the Isarco Valley.
Tastings: 4 Kettmeir wines
Price: € 12.00 pp (€ 15.00 for groups of less than 6 
people)

Historical grape varieties have found the ideal climate
and soil to fully express themselves in the hills between
Termeno and Caldaro, among the hamlets around
Bolzano. Each variety showcases its favourite combination
– understanding its character is the key to revealing
the secrets of this area.
Tastings: 4 Kettmeir wines
Price: € 10.00 pp (€ 13.00 for groups of less than 6 
people)


